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Share via Email The lures of pop-stardom and space exploration make for seemingly brilliant career choices
when you are young. After all, as children we are blank canvases, able to collect and create a multitude of
experiences and opinions that make us ideal for our own futures. But thinking back to our childhood dreams,
you have to wonder how plausible this idea is. Surely, it must be very few people that end up doing what they
dreamed they would when asked the pivotal question, "What do you want to do when you grow up? My sister
on the other hand, answered that classic childhood question with similarly classic childish honesty. When she
grew up, she wanted to be able "to drink Bacardi Breezers". As adults we know the truth. With fame comes
hard work, pressure and a near-constant hounding from the press; with space exploration comes isolation,
intense physical conditions and an indelible helping of life-threatening danger. Not the best 9-to-5 career
choices. There comes a point in our lives, however, when our ability to do anything and to be anyone comes to
pass. When I chose to take no science subjects at A-level, I firmly closed the doors on medicine and my
misinformed dreams of marine biology , but opened up a world of opportunities to careers in the arts. But at
the age of 21, just four months after graduating, I already feel like my choices are incredibly narrowed. I have
varied experience in all sorts of jobs; from writing yoghurt campaigns to tracking down financial criminals, as
well as the more standard office and admin work along the way. But do companies really need to employ the
same old person to file, copy, print, repeat? All this raises an interesting issue. I still feel very young, know
that I have a lot to learn, and just want an opportunity to develop all my skills. What if I want to work as a
project manager? I have an excellent English degree and experience that makes me suitable for all these jobs
â€” does my passion for advertising and my creativity mean I am any less capable of doing them? So â€” can
you really be anything? Marine biology, here I come. But arts, media, design, advertising, branding,
marketing, PR, magazine and literary world â€” look out! Jenna Birks blogs at Decent Online Presence , and
tweets as jenloubee. This content is brought to you by Guardian Professional. To get more content and advice
like this direct to your inbox, sign up for our weekly Careers update.
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Becoming anything we want to be? You Have Specific Gifts! The truth is your gifts are not my gifts. And my
gifts are not your gifts. The sight of blood, or even just needles, makes me squeamish. In fact, one time I
almost passed out after my husband had a procedure and the doctor was simply talking about the results with
me. Sure, I do have the mental and physical capabilities to potentially learn to work a medical job, but I
honestly would be terrible at it! And probably miserable, too. That work simply does not play into any of my
God-given talents or strengths. I taught high school English for six years. Year after year, concerned students
would express their serious worries about their futures. Have you ever felt the way my students did? Because
it allows you to focus and pray for God to reveal the path he does have for you, one step at a time. Trust in the
LORD with all your heart, and do not lean on your own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge him,
and he will make straight your paths Prov. God has a specific plan for your life if you will trust Him and
pursue goals according to your giftsâ€”rather than keeping all your options wide open. Put Those Gifts to
Work! So where do you start on this journey? Then put those gifts to use! They go wasted if they sit on a
shelf. I was also drawn to English and Spanish; they were my favorite subjects in high school. So I decided to
go to college and pursue a degree in teaching Spanish. After two years, I knew that Spanish was not the right
choice another story for another day! I spent six years teaching in the classroom. I tell you this to assure you
that God creates each one of us with specific talents and gifts. When you feel overwhelmed about your future
and all your options, pray for God to narrow your choices by helping you focus on the areas you are
specifically interested in. Trying to choose from everything in the world will only lead to confusion! But
knowing that God wants you to use your gifts for His kingdom will help lead you to accomplish what mission
He has for you. Have you ever felt overwhelmed at the variety of choices available? Have you really assessed
what you are good at? What are your specific gifts and talents? Let us know below!
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I wish I had made that realization twenty years earlier. I wish someone had told me that anything is possible,
and by anything, that truly meant anything. Because, the sooner you find what really lights you up in life, the
longer and brighter you will be able to burn. There were 60 people in my town, my family contributing seven
to those sixty. Eight towns came together to make up our high school. There were 82 people in my graduating
class. Of those 82 students, just one was considered a minority. I had a wonderful childhood, albeit a bit
sheltered. During my senior year of high school, I met with my guidance counselor to chart my future path. I
knew I could also be a nurse as my mother was a nurse , so I added that to the list. At that point in my life, I
dreamed of money, my own office and business suits -- so, accountant was the obvious answer. I went to
college to be an accountant. For the first 25 years of my professional life I worked in the corporate world.
While my focus changed from accounting to human resources, my alignment to a straight and narrow career
trajectory was unwavering. After a while I figured I was too senior, too successful and too old to do anything
other than follow those who came before me. It was a Friday, and the week had been a torturous one. I was on
the phone with my best colleague friend, and we were bitching about everyone and everything. We were
making things up. We felt free, energized, excited, creative and strategic. I quit my corporate job one year later
and started my Executive Health and Leadership coaching company. I also do Life Coaching. As a year-old,
corporate born and bred, Type A perfectionist, learning to be an entrepreneur was a challenge. Twenty years
ago, challenge may have felt more exciting than risky. But every day is a learning experience. Every day holds
opportunity to make it anything I want it to be. Fundamental qualities like perseverance, hard work and the
desire to succeed support your path forward, but where your path leads is open terrain and you are in the
drivers seat. The options are endless. You can lead your own movement, start your own company or create
your own job title. The trick is to realize that anything is possible, and then go after your anything. Become a
leader of your anything. Find what you love, and make something happen. While I say I wish someone had
given me this advice earlier in my life, the fact is, I wish I had understood this advice earlier in my life. We are
surrounded by motivational stories about people who have, against all odds, done remarkable things. Reality
TV allows us to watch as others give everything they have to win money, fame and be declared "the best. And
these people are no more special or no more deserving than you are. They simply opened their minds to what
is truly possible for them. But more importantly, you need to be the first to believe that you can be anything
you want to be. To contribute, submit your - word blogpost to icon-next huffingtonpost.
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Marriage and Family I have a challenge for us modern parents, especially the American variety: I know we
mean well. I know we want the best for our kids. Not every girl is pretty enough to be Ms. America, intelligent
enough to go to Harvard, or skilled enough to write a best-seller. Is math not your strong suit? Then give up
that dream of starting a dotcom and find a job working for somebody else. There are biological, legal, and
intellectual limits of all varieties. Our children cannot be anything they want to be. In fact, the list of things
they cannot be is infinitely longer than the list of things they can be. We actually live this truth on a daily
basis. So why do we keep repeating these lies? Do Your Best to Be Perfect One reason we perpetuate these
false aspirations is in the cultural air we breathe. Limits are for losers. Our modern heroes are rock stars and
professional athletes. Selena Gomez, after all, could post a picture of a rock on Instagram and get 98 million
likes. Or be like LeBron. Be rich, beautiful, smart, rebellious, nice, witty, tough, artistic, andâ€”this is
importantâ€”still down to earth. In other words, kids, not to put too much pressure on you, but do your best to
be perfect. We are the center of our own lives, so our children should be at the center of theirs. How can I use
these in a life of sacrifice for others? Given my strengths and weaknesses, my personality quirks, my extrovert
or introvert nature, how can I best love my neighbor? How can I put myself last and others first? How can I
best look out for the needs of others? What career or vocation best enables me to help other people? They are
always seeking ways to make life better for others. And they accept their inadequacies with humility. You
want your kids to be happy, live a less stressful life, and find fulfillment? Then teach them to be servants. To
be honest about their inadequacies. To emulate heroes of self-sacrifice. Tell them to be the best possible
servant they can be.
5: No, Kids, You Can't Be Anything You Want to Be â€” CHAD BIRD
"I can be Anything" is a story that was given to my children at the completion of their summer reading lists with our local
library. This story tells the typical 'what do you want to be when you grow up?' answers through the eyes of a typical
toddler.

6: I Can Be Anything! by Jerry Spinelli
You've just tried to add this video to your Watchlist so you can watch it later. But first, we need you to sign in to PBS
using one of the services below. You'll be able to manage videos in your.

7: Barbie I Can Be Anything I Want To Be Games for Girls
This book is great for young children and teaches the message that you can be anything you want to be. It introduces
many different professions to the child and opens up some great discussion between parent and child to help them learn
about these different community members, whether it be a teacher, lawyer, or doctor.

8: Can you really be anything you want to be? | Guardian Careers | The Guardian
If no one has yet told you that you can be anything you want to be, I'm honored to be the first. But more importantly, you
need to be the first to believe that you can be anything you want to be.

9: I Can Be Anything Poem by Holly Somer - Poem Hunter
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You can't be anything you want to be. Growing up, many of the people around them told them they could be anything
they want to be when they grow up. That they should do what they love and the money will follow.
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